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red will necessarily awaken the Govern- ter was settled.—But it never could be set
|
trespassed upon that portion of the territory government from the construction of a pro-1
the
ments
to the importance of promptly ad- tled without using a bold and decisive tone at
jected
military
road
in
a
portion
of
in
dispute
between
the
United
States
and
AND MAINS. PALLADIUM,
Great Britain, which is watered by the river territory of which they claimed to have en justing a-dispute, by which it is now made once. It would be perfectly idle now to go
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
Aroostook, and claimed to belong to the joyed the exclusive possession ; and that manifest that the peace of the two nations back to the system which has been followed
JAMES K. REM1CH.
This for years past. Great Britain must be told
; Ltiee m (he Main-Street,—opposite the Meeting-House. State of Maine ; and that they had commit- Great Britain on her part, in deference to is daily and imminently endangered.
RMS OF THE GAZETTE ANO PALLADIUM.
ed extensive depredations there by cutting a similar remonstrance from the United expectation is further warranted by t|ie without delay, and in the most explicit terms,
I’ v > l >li u s per annum, if paid within the year.— and destroying a very large quantity of States, suspended the issue of licenses to general forbearance which has hitherto that this question must be settled, and set
.¡terest will be charged on all subscriptions which timber.
It will further appear that the cut timber in the territory in controversy, characterized the conduct of the Govern tled soon.
renain inpaid at the expiration of the year. No ,
He offered no opinion as to the protocol,
paper:r discontinued, except at the option of the pub-I Governor of Maine, having been officially7 and also the survey and location of a rail ment and people on both sides of the line.
¡is rerr, until all arrearages are paid.
apprized of the circumstance, had commu- road through a section of country, over In the uniform patriotism of Maine, her at but if its design was to continue the mode of
iji noh 11 a ho»» <1 r» o o »» <-» 1 I-» zx I A 1-, » ,-v»
I C HAonAno.k Io fAf
_
_
I’nepublisher does not hold himself responsible for
which she also claimed to have exercised tachment to the Union, her respect for the proceeding iti which we have been slumber
any error in ,atty advertisement beyond the amount nicated it to the Legislature, with a recom
wishes of the people of her sister States, of ing so long, he felt that it would only
mendation of such provisions, in addition exclusive jurisdiction.
charged for its insertion.
The Slate of Maine had a right to arrest whose interest in her welfare she cannot be lead to additional embarrassment and diffi
to those already existing by Jaw, as would
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE. enable him to arrest the course of said dep the depredations complained of; it belong unconscious, and, in the solicitude felt by culty, and farther postpone the time of a
redations, disperse the trespassers and se ed to her to judge of the exigency of the the country at large for the preservation of complete and satisfactory settlement.
TWENTY-FIFTH CONGRESS....THIRD SESSION.
Mr. Webster then took the floor, and
cure the timber which they were about car occasion calling for her interference ; and it peace with our neighbors, we have a strong
rying away ; that.in compliance with a re is presumed that had the Liev awit Gover guaranty that she will not disregard the spoke wi<!¡ great earnestness. He said very
SENATE.
little about this protocol ; but he very plain
MONDAY, FEB. 25.
solve of the Legislature, passed in pursu nor of New Brunswick been correctly ad request that has been madeof her.
As, however, the session of Congress is ly declared that nothing was to be hoped
Mr. King w*as elected President pro tern. ance of his recommendation, His Excel vised of the nature of the proceedings of
The bill to provide for the protection of lency had despatched the Land Agent of the State of Maine, he would not have re about to terminate, and the agency of the from négociation.—He thought those who
«emigrant and other Indians west of Mis the State, with a force deemed adequate to garded the transaction as requiring on his Executive may become necessary during bad the lead of our public affairs had not us
Each party the recess, it is important that the attention ed a sufficiently high and energetic tone ;
souri and Arkansas, and the bill to establish that purpose to the scene of the alleged part any resort to force.
41 Board of Commissioners to bear and ex depredations, who, after accomplishing a claiming a right to the territory, and hence of the Legislature should be drawn to the and in proof of this, without going farther
amine claims against the United States, part of his duty, was seized by a band of to the exclusive jurisdiction over it, it is consideration of such measures as may be back than the last year, he referred to the
were read a third time, and, on the question the trespassers, at a house claimed to be manifest that, to prevent the destruction of calculated to obviate the necessity of a call fact that nothing had been done since the
of their passage, were warmly opposed by within the jurisdiction of Maine, whither he the timber by trespassers-acting against the for an extra session. With that view I have last session of Congress, to bring the matter
Mr. Calhoun. Both bills passed—the for had repaired for the purpose of meeting authority of both, and at the same time thought it my duty to lay the whole matter to a settlement, notwithstanding the unani
invite such action mous expression of sentiment in Congress
mer by 31 yeas, and 10 nays; the latter, and consulting with the Land Agent of the avoid forcible collision between the contig before you, and to
thereon
as
vou
may
think
the occasion re as to the’rights of Maine and of the U. S.
uous
governments
during
the
pendency
of
Province
of
New
Brunswick,
and
conveyed
yeas 30, nays 12.
quires.
"
M. VAN BUREN.
He emphatically declared his opinion, that it
Mr. Williams of Maine asked' leave to as a prisoner to Frederickton, in that Prov negotiations concerning the title, resort
R was the duty of this Government to run the
make a statement in relation to an article ince, together with two other citizens of the must be had to the mutual exercise of ju
After the message and documents were read, line, and that it ought to be done without
which appeared this morning in one of the State, who were assisting him in the dis risdiction in such extreme cases, or to an
amicable and .temporary arrangement as to Mr. Buchanan made some remarks expressing delay ; and for his part he was ready to
papers of this city (the National Intelligen charge of his duty.
It will also appear that the Governor the limits within which it should be exercis the surprise he felt at the doctrines avowed take measures this night for causing it to be
cer.) He said he could not but express his
The understanding by Sir John Harvey. He was anxious to done. He was ready at once to assume the
surprise, that in a contest likely to take and Legislature of Maine, satisfied that the ed by each party.
place with a foreign power, that print should, trespassers had acted in defiance of the supposed to exist between the United avoid war, but said if that officer persisted responsibility of taking the line of the treaty
in advance, seek to place the people of this laws of both countries, learning that they States and Great Britain has been found in his views there could be no alternative and defending it.
In conclusion, Mr. Webster said he hop
He moved to refer the documents to
country in the wrong. About the right to were in possession of arms, and anticipa heretofore sufficient forthat purpose, and I left.
ed
sincerely that nothing had yet happened
believe
will
prove
so
hereafter,
if
the
par

ting
('correctly
as
the
result
has
proved)
the
Committee
on
Foreign
Relations.
the tehitory, in dispute, it must be conceded
Mr. Webster viewed the subject as one which would prevent a satisfactory settle
there could be no doubt, and he conceived that persons of their reckless and desperate ties on the frontier directly interested in the
Congress to have settled this fact at the last character would set at naught the authority question, are respectively governed by a deserving the undivided attention of the ment without resort to arms. He hoped the
session, and with an unanimity of purpose of the magistrates, without the aid of a just spirit of conciliation and forbearance. Senate. With regard to the right to the recent occurrences would prove to those
that spoke for itself.—Mr. W. was going strong force, had authorized the sheriff and If it shall be found, as there is now reason Territory, being in the United States, he did who had the lead of affairs, how dangerous
on to give a detailed history of events in the officer appointed in the place of the to apprehend, that there is in the modes of not consider it a debatable question—this and embarrassing it was to leave this ques
This matter tion unsettled longer, and stimulate them to
connection with his State, when Mr. Pres land agent, to employ, at the expense of construing that understanding by the two was clear and conclusive.
Governments,
a
difference
not
to
be
recon

the
State,
an
armed
posse
who
had
pro

should
long
since
have
been
settled.
If it act with decision and energy, instead of put
ton submitted to the gentleman and the
He finished
chair, whether it was in order to occupy the ceeded to the scene of these depredations, ciled, 1 shall not hesitate to propose to Her was the intention of the Chairman on For ting off their determination.
time of the Senate when nothing was be with the view to the entire dispersion or ar Britannic Majesty’s Government,'' a distinct eign relations to bring forward any measure by declaring his opinion that Great Britain
fore it, and when every moment was preg rest of the trespassers and the protection of arrangement for the temporary and mutual to sustain the right of the Government and ought forthwith to be told, that unless she
exercise of jurisdiction, by means of which of Maine, he would give an earnest of his would agree to settle the question on the 4th
nant with interest, as the session was so the public property.
similar
difficulties may in future be prevent disposition to do what become the honor of of July next according to the treaty of 1/83,
In
the
correspondence
between
the
Gov

near its close. The Chair decided the gen
his country. He desired at the same time we would then take possession of that line,
tleman to be out of order, and that he could ernor of Maine and Sir John Harvey, ed.
Lieutenant
Governor
of
the
Province
of
to prevent if possible hostilities between na and let her drive us off if she can !
But
between
an
effort
on
the
part
of
net be permitted to proceed, but by the uMr. Webster delivered the remarks of
nanimous consent of the Senate. Mr. Pres New Brunswick, which ibas grown out of Maine to preserve the property in dispute tions bound together by every common tie
which I have given only an outline, in his
ton objected, but afterwards withdrew it at these occurrences, and is likewise herewith from destruction by intruders, and a milita of interest, of kindred and of language.
Mr. Davis also sustained the right of the most powerful and impressive manner,
the suggestion of Mr. Dnvis, who asked it communicated, the former is requested to ry occupation by that State of the territory,
His voice in the closing sentences sound
as a fav’or. Mr. Williams then concluded recall the armed party advanced into the with a view to hold it by force, while the United States to the disputed territory, but
ed like a clarion, and so strong was the
hoped
the
matter
would
be
amicably
settled,
disputed
territory
for
the
arrest
of
trespas

settlement
is
a
subject
of
negotiation
be

bis remarks.
effect of,the sentiment, and the delivery,
Mr. Davis said with regard to the right sers, and is informed that a strong body of ■ tween the two Governments, there is an though every body must perceive that the
of Maine it admitted of no dispute—the ter British troops is to be? held in readiness to essential difference, as well in respect to two countries could not long remain as they that the people in the galleries gave man
ifestations of their accordance with him by
ritory was liers| and he would stand by her support and protect the authority and sub the position of the State, as to the duties of were without coming to the conflict. Tf
In the General Government. In a letter ad Great Britain thobght that any portion of this loud applause.
and the Government, to maintain her sov jects of Great Britain in said territory.
Mr. Brown of North Carolina rose, and
ereignty over it ; but would it not be belter answer to that request the Provincial Gov dressed by the Secretary of State to the territory could be ceded, she thought what
with some warmth maintained, in opposi- •
to wail the issue of the communications ernor is informed of the determination of Governor of Maine, on the first of March never could, and never would be done !
Mr. Clay hoped the calamity of war tion to Mr. Webster, that the whole
from the President on the subject, when we the State of Maine to support the land last, giving a detailed statement of the steps
might
be averted.—He spoke in terms of course, both of the last and present Ad
agent
and
his
party,
in
the
performance
of
which had been taken by the Federal
should have all the facts before us from an
authentic source, and then we Could give their duty, and the same determination, for Government to bring the controversy to a praise of the modest and pacific bearing of ministration, in reference to this question,
.them that cahn and deliberate examination | the execution of which provision is made termination, and designed to apprise the the President’s message in relation to the had been entirely right.
Mr. Walker said hé hoped this would
which the magnitude of the question requir by a resolution of the State Legislature, is Governor of that State of the views of the matters in dispute ; but said he had no doubt
ed. In times of great excitement like the communicated by the Governor to the Gen Federal Executive, in respect to the future, of the validity of our claim, and could not not be made in any degree a party ques
it was stated, that while the obligations of see even the color of right which Great Bri tion, but that, whatever had been hereto
present it would be easy to thrust ourselves eral Government.
The Lieutenant Governor of New Bruns the Federal Government to do all in its tain could put up. When after pacific o- fore done, or left undone, all would unite
into war, but it might be difficult to get out
-of it. Gentlemen should look well to the wick, in calling upon the Governor of power to effect the settlement of the boun vertures were exhausted, and diplomacy in bringing the question to a speedy and
consequences—out ships are on every sea, Maine for th? recall of the land agent and dary question were fully recognized, it had, could do no more, he would rally to the sup definite settlement. He concurred with
-our country every where unprotected, Let his party from the disputed territory, and in the event of being able to do so specifi port of Maine as soon as he would if Ken Mr. Webster, that a higher tone ought to
have been assumed by our government ;
us, said Mr. D. deliberate cooly, calmly, the British Minister in making a similar cally, by mutual consent, no other means to tucky were threatened. He could not con
V. In a little 'while, all the demand upon the Government of the Unit accomplish that object amicably, than by sent, however, that any one State should and he now declared, that if Great Britain
Should persist in refusing to negocíate for
facts would be before us from an authentic ed States, proceed upon the assumption another arbitration, or by a commission take the wa* making power in its own
source. He would deprecate a resort to that an agreement exists between the two with an umpire in the nature of an arbitra hand, and embroil us with a foreign foe. He the line prescribed by the treaty, it would
arms as much as any man ; but, if it were nations conceding to Great Britain, until tion ; and that in the event of all other thought it would have been better if Maine become our duty to Maine and to our
iiecessary io defence of the rights of Maine, the final settlement of the boundary ques measures tailing, the President would feel had consulted the General Government, and selves to negocíate from the mouths of our
cannon.
and of the interest and honor of the country, tion, exclusive possession of, and jurisdic it his duty to submit another proposition to let the move come from that source.
Some further remarks were made by
The the Government of Great Britain, to refer
Mr. Calhoun deprecated any precipi
when the hour came he should not be found tion over, the territory in dispute.
important bearing which such an agree the decision of the question to a third pow Messrs. Walker, Norvell and Williams ; and tate action or exciting language at this
to fail.
The bill to provide for the security'of our ment, if it existed, would have upon the er. These are still my views upon the on motion of Mr. Tallmadge, it was order time. The less said the better he thought,
and the more moderate the better.
He
citizens residing and trading in Oregon came condition and interests of the parties, and subject, and until this step shall have been ed that 5000 copies be printed.
Mr. Walker, from the Committee on Pub entirely approved of the measures of the
up immediately after ; when Mr. Linn said the influence it might have upon the ad taken, I cannot think it proper to invoke
he was cautious the other day in his steps in justment of the dispute, are too obvious to the attention of Congress to other than am lic Lands, reported against the petition of Executive, and of the protocol as a tem
relation to that bill not to multiply causes of allow the error upon which this assumption icable means for the settlement of the con America Vespucci for a grant of a tract of porary arrangement. Neither of the two
nations desired war ; and therefore he
war ;—but it really seemed to him that we seems to rest to pass for a moment without troversy, or to cause the military power of land.
thought that war could scarcely arise on
are to have one, whether we would or not. correction. The answer of the Secretary the Federal Government to be brought in
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 27.
this question.
The British exercised complete sway in of State to Mr. Fox’s note, will show the aid of the Stale of Maine, in any attempt
The Senate went into the election of
The message and the protocol were
Oregon, they took our furs, and broke up ground taken by the Government of the to effect that object by a resort to force.
It is be
our traders. In Maine, they claim our ter United States upon this point.
On the other hand, if the authorities of Printer, and on the first ballot Blair & Rives then referred to the committee on foreign
ritory and cut down our timber, and our lieved that all the correspondence which New Brunswick should attempt to enforce received 25 out of 43 votes, and were de affairs, and the Senate adjourned.
N. Y. Commercial.
Brethren in this region were ready to de has passed between the two Governments the claim of exclusive jurisdiction set up by clared elected. The harbor bill was order
fend it, and really he did not blame them. upon this subject has already been commu them, by means of a military occupation on ed to a 3d reading, and Mr. Crittenden oc
Great Britain did not seem to care much a- nicated to Congress, and is now on their their part of the disputed territory, I shall cupied the floor for upwards of two hours
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
bout right, when she wanted territory she files. An abstract of it, however, hastily feel myself bound to consider the contingen in support of the bill to prevent the interfer
MONDAY, FEB. 25.
generally took it whether she had the right prepared, accompanies this communica cy provided by the Constitution as having ence of Federal officers in elections.
Mr. Williams of M6ine, made some re
Mr. Adams asked leave to present the
or not. When he reflected on her conduct tion. It is possible that in thus abridging occurred, on the happening of which a
in Oregon, in Maine, and her taking our a voluminous correspondence, commencing State has the right to call for the aid of the marks which indicated no favor for the pro following resolutions, which were read for
tocol,—-[see proceedings of the House] and information.
slaves in Bermuda, he thought that we had in 1825 and continuing to a very recent Federal Government to repel invasion.
period, a portion may have been acciden
a conviction that it would not do any good.
Resolved ly the. Senate and House of
very good cause for war.
I have expressed to the British Minister
He intimated that Maine should not, and Representatives in Congress assembled, twoMr. Wright moved to recommit this bill, tally overlooked ; but it is believed that noth
near this Government a confident expecta
which was agreed to, and the Senate went ing has taken place which would materially tion that the agents of the State of Maine, probably would not, comply with the re thirds of both Houses concurring therein,
change the aspect of the question as therein
commendation.
on with the private calendar.
That the following amendments to the Con
^presented. Instead of sustaining the as who have been arrested under an obviousMr. Ruggles said Maine had received the stitution of the United States be proposed
sumption of the British functionaries that misapprehension of the object of their mis first, second, third and last blows. It was to the several Slates of the Union, which,
TUESDAY, FEB. 19.
sion, will be promptly released ; and to the time now that some of them were hurled
correspondence disproves the existence
The following message from the Presi
Governor of Maine that a similar course back. War would be ruinous to Maine, but when ratified by three-fourths of the Legis
of any such agreement.
dent of the United States was received.
will be pursued in regard to the jagejyg
even war was preferable to the imprisonment latures of said States, shall become and be
It shows that the two Governments have
a part of the Constitution of the United
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT. differed not only in regard to the main the Province of New Brunswick« I have of our citizens, and the continued wrongs
States :
and
outrages
committed
upon
our
soil,
and
also recommended that any militia that
To the Senate of the United States—
question oí title to the territory in dispute,
1st. From and after the 4th day of July,
may
have been brought together by the upon our people.
I lay before Congress several despatches but with reference also to the right of juris
Mr. Preston expressed his approbation of 1842, there shall be, throughout the United
State of Maine, from an apprehension of a
diction,
and
the
fact
of
the
actual
exercise
from His Excellency the Governor of
the arrangement, as being evidently dictated States, no hereditary slavery ; but on and af
Always collision with the Government or people of
Maine, with enclosures, communicating cer of it in different portions thereof.
the British Province, will be voluntarily by a sincere desire to preserve the peace of ter that day every child born within the Utain proceedings of the Legislature of that aiming at an amicable adjustment of the
and peaceably disbamied..^______
the two countries, and as calculated to lead nited States, their Territories or jurisdiction,
State, and a copy of the reply of the Secre dispute, both parties have entertained and ,,
I cannot allow myself to doubt that tffe to a satisfactory termination of the present shall be born free.
tary of State, made by my direction, to frequently urged upon each other a desire
2d. With the exception of the. territory
results
anticipated from these representa difficulties. It was proposed only as a tem
that
each
should
exercise
its
rights,
whatev

gether with a note from H. S. Fox, Esq.
tions
will
be seasonably realized. The par porary arrangement, and he expressed his of Florida, there shall henceforth never be
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni er it considered them to be, in such man- 1
hope that the people of Maine would be dis
potentiary of Great Britain, with the an ner as to avoid collision, and allay, to the ties more immediately interested cannot posed to comply with the recommendations admitted into this Union any State, the Con
stitution of which shall tolerate within the
but
perceive
that
an
appeal
to
arms,
under
swer of the Secretary of State to the same. greatest practicable extent, the excitement I
made by the representatives of the two Gov same the existence of slavery.
It <existing circumstances, will not only prove
It will appear from those documents that likely to grow out of the controversy.
3d. From and after the 4th of July, 1845,
to their present interests, but would ernments.
l
a numerous band of lawless and desperate wras in pursuance of such an understanding fatal
Mr. Davis contended that after sleeping there shall be neither slavery nor slave
postpone,
if not defeat, the attainment of the
men, chiefly from the adjoining British that Maine and Massachusetts, upon the ]
object which they have in view. The for so many years on this question, without trade at the seat of Government of the Ui
Provinces, but without the authority or remonstrance of Great Britain, desisted main
incidents which haye recently occur- any thing being done, it was time the mat- nited States
’
sanction of the Provincial Government had from making sales of lands., and the general ver^
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Alfred, B. 1F. ( J iati bou me;
Sanford, El iot T’ibbets:
Emery’»« Miills, A «ron Weliki
\elon < (hi i> r. Stei'lifii fa

Yells, Joseph Wilson;
»Velis, Ogunquit, BarakNiW
fork—Cape Neddick, Geoiyl
11 5

fork, Alexander Dennett;
fork Corner, Samuel Doujb(
Juxton, C. M. Merrill, Fy
luxion Corner, Nathan ft
jiinerick, John Sanborn;
lewfield—Dam’s Mills, w
M.; West do. J. & &£*
’arsonsfield, Asa Dolton;
/Oss ;
tarnish, John McLellan,
Jmington, James McArtk
Vaterborough, James I/^1'
agents for York, Curnherlany
inlies will be supplied beiw
1. Colesworthy, Portland.
JOHN O.LR
y authorized travellingA^1'
SiattA
Lennebunk, Feb. 10, M

Ilxecn tor’s

I HE subscriber, by virti®
from the Judge of *
mty of York, will sell at I* ,
Monday the twenty-W
t, at ten o’clock A. M. a«\
I of William LiltlefieldW
k, deceased, situated in Ke*
f York, viz.: lies by thej
ing from Kennebunk to A
the north-west side by «
tins, and on the south -east
hilip Buzell, it being J J
John Littlefield to Will
> a part of one other lot » ,
i, and County ofYorkJi >,
h-wesl side of land of W
he south side of land o .
on the south-east side o
.ball. The sale will be on '
us made known at tbety
JOHN ROBERTA
ennebtink, Feb. 20, l&L,

eonebunk, Feb. A

Objection having been made,
Mr, A. did not press the motion further
«1 this time.
The House again resolved itself into Com
mittee of the Whole on the state of the Union on the General Appropriation bill.
Mr. Slade moved to amend the bill by
inserting an appropriation of $2,000, to en
able the President to defray the expenses
of sending a commercial agent to Hayti, for
the purpose of establishing commercial relations therewith.
The Chair decided this amendment to be
out of order, on the ground that it was for
$n object not authorized by law.
Mr. Slade appealed, and a debate follow
ed, which resulted in affirming the decision
of the Chair.
Many unimportant amendments were of
fered and debated till near eleven o’clock at
night.

The Minister Plenipotentiary of lier Bri
tannic Majesty having no specific authority
to make any arrangement on the subject, the
undersigned can only recommend, as they
now' earnestly do, to the Governments of
New Brunswick and Maine, to regulate their
future proceedings according to the terms
herein before set forth, until the final settle
ment of the territorial dispute, or until the
Governments of the United States and Great
Britain shall come to some definitive conclu
sion on the subordinate point upon which
they are now at issue.
JOHN FORSYTH, Secretary of State
of the United States of North America.
H. S. FOX, H. B. M. Envoy Extraor
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary.
Washington, Feb. 27, 1839.
As soon as the Message was read, Mr. Ev
ans said he could not forbear to express the
fear that these pacific measures were quite too
late. He feared from the lone of the news
received last night that there had been a man
ifestation of hostility upon one side or both.
Nevertheless, said Mr. Evans, I am glad to
see this message, and I cannot but hope that
it may result in good, preserving peace, and
witli peace, the honor of lhe State of Maine.
If, said Mr. Evans, the Governor of New
Brunswick withdraws all pretensions to the
claim he has set up over the disputed territo
ry, so far as 1 have authority to speak, Maine
will be satisfied. But if «he accedes to this,
let it be remembered she does so out of re
spect to the authority of the General Govern
ment, and because public sentiment seems
to require it. This feeling she has always
manifested.
Mr. Evans concluded with a motion to com
mit the message and letters to the Committee
on Foreign Affairs. The papers were imme
diately sent to the Committee.

a «ingle house, and in others of mote tlian'o-. people, as might well have induced the • deavoring to adjust this lohe-bendins can
one, placed near each other for the conven- State of Maine to enforce her own laws.
.
Itroversy
I
°
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.
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ure .in J our history
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lhe title«
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ence of
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the
titles to
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ernrnent or the other, and were in the habit Brunswick is a violation of the existing un-1 British Government to the danger that t|ie
of resorting to its judicial , authority
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first
proceeding of two nations may findI themselves involved
preservation of order, tthen
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■'the rforce sent to arrest or drive off the ih
were tc
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war,, notwithstanding
the desire of the
continue so to do until lhe question of ulti- 1numerous
................. and armed band of trespassers Governments
of both to avoiJ
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...did it 7; ami the
mate ownership should be finally decided in who were depredatin
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ig upon the public [ step proposed wouhi manifest to tbe World
some mode satisfactory to both Governments.! property, appears to have been in the nature at
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fT United
■
events,
that the
¡States are sin*
The propriety of this arrangement will not ’ of a civil process, in execution of the law of
cerely anxious to exert every means in their
be questioned by the Committee.
If it , the laud. The power of a ministerial officer,
power to maintain the most amicable relaleft to the Bntish Government the junsdic-‘ such as sheriff; for example, to> compel
compel obe
obe- 1 lions with a Government and People so emlion over the inhabitants along the military | dience to the law, and to summon to his aid
1 inently entitled to the respect ami regard ()f
road which leads from Halifax to Quebec, a sufficient portion of the“ power of the
, every civilized nation on the globe.
and thereby furnished it with a motive for ‘ country’’to subdue opposition, is well known
i
The Committee are conscious that so.ne
procrastinating the controversy, inasmuch as to American ami Briiish jurisprudence, ami ! of the provisions of the bill herewith rejiort.t continued in the enjoyment of nearly all i is sanctioned by early laws in the history of
that rendered the country valuable as a Brit- ; England. The riotous ami desperate uharuc- j ed would more properly have emanated
j from some of lhe other Committees of the
TUESDAY, FEB. 26.
ish possession, it also furnished a strong j ter of the marauders upon the Aroostook is
1 House, upon whose jurisdiction they are reThe General Appropriation Bill was laproof of the desire of the American Govern-; sufficiently manifested bv the fact of their
j luctaui to encroach : but the levy days which
ment to dealI fairly and liberally with its an-j breaking open an arsenal upon the British
Icen up and debated at length on a proposi
' remain of this session would not have per
tagomst
m
the
argument.
Demonstrating,
in
Territory,
in
order
to
supply
themselves
with
tion to strike out the appropriation for the
mitted any delay, with a view of referring
this
conclusive
manner,
that
it.
was
not
influ!
an
additional
qmmtiiv
of
arms
to
enable
branch mints. Before the question was tathese subjects toother Committees, with the
encech by a captious spirit of discontent, themselves to resist \md repel the party
lien, the Committee rose, for the purpose of
the Government of the U. States derived . which was approaching, under a civil officer slightest hope of obtaining any action on the
receiving the Executive Message on the
from this state of the case a right to appeal • to require submission to the laws. The part of the House. They submit the whole
j matter, therefore, as lhe result of their auxBoundary.
Tmn!‘.8h_ G°ne5lment to expert« Jbe’ proclamation of the Lieut. Governor of New
! ious reflections, to the belter judgment of
The Message was then received and read
final adjustment of the controversy, and to Brunswick was i
■
issued before any steps lhe House.
claim, in the mean time, the full benefit, on were taken by Maine to sustain the civil bv
with the documents, and Mr. Howard mov
Alter
some/ iremarks
byV IVJ
Mr.
Adams,
Mr.
j
v
V ijjii | no
H
| ,
t i il I I JOj ¿I]
|#
. . .. j I*.• .... __ _
I
1 .*
.
. J?
its part, of an arrangement which, perhaps, ihz.
ed that it be referred to the Committee on
the nnhtary power, and was directed against Legare and Mr. 'toward,
Howard,’the
the report
report was
re
was regave
to
its
adversary
more
than
an
equal
Foreign Affairs. A long debate ensued, in
tie interference of the ministerial officer of! ferred io the committee of the whole,> i....;
and it
share of advantages.
But the arrangement the law, acting in strict conformity with was ordered that 10,000 copies should
be
which Mr. Waddy Thompson approved the
lias been entirely misunderstood or miscon what are believed to be fundamental princi
printed.
Message. Mr. Evans commented on the
strued, if the Lieutenant Governor of New ples of British as well as American law.
The House then resumed the considera
inattention of the government to this subject,
Brunswick be correct in his exposition of
The pretension of the Lieutenant Gover
and insisted, from the tone of the message, that
the orders under which he is acting. The nor of New Brunswick excludes the civil as tion of the apjnopriatioQ bills. The bill to
United States never did, and never can, con well as military power of Maine and the suji/press Indian hostilities7 was passed and
the urgency of the case was not appreciated.
THURSDAY, FEB. 27.
sent that the exclusive jurisdiction of the United Slates from interfering to preserve sent to the Senate. The bill providing for
Mr. Adams concurred generally with Mr.
At one o’clock to-day, Mr. Howard, Chair
the erection of certain military works ou the
Evans. Mr. Lincoln went into full consid man of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, ob whole territory in dispute shall be consigned order in this seat of the ancient jurisdiction North Eastern frontier was considered, but
to
the
care
of
any
officer
of
the
British
Gov

of Massachusetts; and
1 ' would compel
__ „IW' the no division wns had upon it. The hili proeration of the question in a pacihc temper, and tained the unanimous consent of the House
ernment. The pretension now advanced is United States and Maine m
to rely
upon
the i for taking the census was taken up
,-ntv ti! viding
commended the tone of the message.
Mr. to bring in a bill from the Committee relative
as unreasonable in itself as it is unsustained justice, the vigilance, or the generosity of
Cushing followed, and denied the existence of to lhe Boundary Troubles.
by any agreement between the two Govern the British authorities for the maintenance and debated.
’s bill authorizes the President,
anv agreement between the two countries lik^«.. Mr.
’ll: Howard
HowardIs
♦t'b
;a ^,^1^
J m
the Gbv'mimeW Of -Great Britain ments. Supposing that the parties to the of good order and the enforcement of the
FRIDAY, MARCH 1.
that which is pretended, and adverted to
controversy stand upon an equal footing as laws, in a country where nothing but a na
should persist in exercising exclusive jurisdic
Some additional documents, relatingto the
other inadmissible and aggressive claims of tion over the disputed territory, during the to their rights, (and there is none other in ked claim can be said to exist upon the part
Great Britain. Mr. Sergeant coincided in the recess of Congress, to raise 20,000 troops, lhe case, except the inadmissible one for of the Briiish Government.
It demands of Northern Frontier, were communicqied by
general views of Mr. Evans—Mr. Pickens viz. : 16 Regiments of Infantry ; 2 Regiments merly alluded to,) the United Suites have as Maine that she should divest herself of a the President and ordered to be printed. Af
in those of the Message.
Mr. Everett of Artillery ; 2 Regiments of Riflemen; 1 much reason to expect that Great Britain jurisdiction practically established and as ter some unimportant morning business, Mr.
will yield to them the exclusive jurisdiction certained, and transfer it to Great Britain. Howard, at 11 o’clock, called up the bill au
was in favor of a pacific course.
The de Regiment of Cavalry—and to call into ser
of the whole of the contested territory, to It demands of the United States that an ar- thorizing the President to resist the claim of
vice
the
militia,
in
order
to
repel
the
invasion
bate was continued to a late hour.
Great Britain to exclusive jurisdiction over
and support the State of Maine ; also to put gether with the care and custody of the rangement,alleged to have been made be
timber and other public property, as she has tween the two Governments, of the existence the disputed territory in Maine, and in a cer
into commission all the ships of the Navy of
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 27.
tain contingency, to raise an army of 20,000
the U. States. He is also authorized to send to require from us such an extravagant con of which the United States are unconscious,
The General Appropriation Bill under the to England a Special Minister to co-operate cession. On lhe part of the United States, should be summarily carried out, according men. An animated debate arose on this sub
operation of the previous question was with our Minister resident (Mr. Stevenson) in it has never been claimed or asked, as far as to the construction which one of the parlies ject, which continued through the day. Mr.
the Commissioners are informed ; and the is said to have placed upon it, and without Legare declared his disbelief that Sir John
passed.
urging the British Government to a settle
true position of the President now is, that he giving to the other party an opportunity to Harvey had been authorized to exercise ex
Mr. Harlan presented the report of the ment of the disputed boundary.
majority, and Mr. Owens the report
It is difficult, in clusive jurisdiction over lhe disputed territo
The President is authorized to borrow resists the application of a principle, which contest such construction.
of the minority of the Investigating Commit blank millions of dollars for the purpose of no Executive of this country ever adopted the opinion of the Committee, to believe ryMr. Kennedy read a letter which had been
tee, which owing to their great length, were, meetingall expenses.
as his guide. It has not been asked of Great that the Government of Great Britain main
without reading, ordered to lie on the table,
After the reading of the bill Mr. Howard, Britain, nor can it be submitted to from her. tains such an interpeiration of that arrange written to the Duke of Wellington, to show
and 20,000 copies ordered to be printed. The from the Committee on Foreign Relations, What the United States ask from others, they ment, and thus converts what was intended that Great Britain had and did claim exclu
are always willing to grant; nor can they for the preservation of friendly feelings into sive jurisdiction over the disputed territory.
committee make out Mr. Swartwout a defaul made the following
Mr. K. said, that from this and many other
grant what it would be deemed unreasonable a source of great and instant discord.
ter iu the sum of $1,225,703 69, and Wm. M.
REPORT:
to ask.
letters written from the British Provinces to
Price “ a defaulter to the Government in a
But
the
assertion
of
the
Lieutenant
Gover

The Committee on Foreign Affairs, to
That portion of the territory in which the nor of New Brunswick has been twice offi their Government, it was his firm conviction
large sum.”
The following mesaage and memoranda in which bave been referred two messages recent and present disturbances exist, has cially, deliberately, and publicly made, that that when this subject comes to be investigat
relation to the difficulties between Maine and from lhe President of the United Stales, en been for a number of years past subject to he is acting under the instructions of his ed, it would be proved that Governor Harvey
New Brunswick were received from the closing sundry papers relating to the distur the laws of Maine ; and, before the separa Government; a fact of which he and his was acting under the most explicit orders of
bances upon the Aroostook river, in the tion of Maine from Massachusetts, was un
President, at 8 o’clock, P. M.
Government can be lhe only judges.
The bis Government. He did not, however, be
State of Maine, Report:
der the control of the latter.
In December, execution of these orders is incompatible lieve that there was a single iota of jiroofthat
Washington, Feb. 27,1839.
That they have examined the papers sub 1807, Massachusetts conveyed one township,
The ; Great Britain had any right to such jurisdic
'To the House of Representatives of the United mitted to them by the House with great lying on both sides of the Aroostook, and with the honor of the United States.
Executive
branch
of
the
Government
has | tion. He concluded by moving the *printii)g
States:
care, and will offer such reflections upon near the meridian line from the source of the
of the letter.
z
expressed
this
opinion,
and
in
this
opinion
1 transmit to Congress copies of various them as the limited time for the preparation St. Croix, according to a selection, survey
Mr. Biddle of Pa. spoke with much feeling,
the
Committee
fully
concur.
The
sudden
'
other documents received from the Governor of this report will admit. The very near ap and plan made under a resolve passed in execution of these orders may bring on a i He.was a~ain8t a,J show offight without fight
x,, llinoo viueis may ormg on a i
,i ,,
..
. ,
- ,. - of Maine, relating to the dispute between that proach of the termination of the present March, 1806. In January, 1808, she con
for which as much preparation ought
/. P,‘r P v_v'shed to know whet/ier
State and the province of New Brunswick, Congress, and the desire of the committee veyed ten thousand acres, lying west of the crisis
to
be
made
as
the
short
time
remaining
of
1
t!
‘
e
Co,n
""Jtee
of
Foreign
Affairs
which formed the subject of my message of that as much time as possible should be af aforesaid township, and on both sides of the to be made as lhe short time remaining o
per-i
e\p',S 1,1 U,ur 8e,lo'|S recommemla
the 26th inst. and also\a copy of a memoran forded to the House for the examination of Aroostook, pursuant to a survey and plan the present session of Congress will per
mit; and the bill which is herewith submit- ’'m
j he wro,1.^s <*ornplamed of were
dum signed by the Secretary of the U. Slates, the bill herewith reported, are considerations made under the same resolve.
This juris ted
ted is
is intended
intended to
to accomplish
accomplish that
that purpose,
purpose.
; ** . ’! °'"f,a’ed
wrongs which Id
and Her Britannic Majesty’s Envoy Extraor of such a powerful nature, that some inci diction has been continued, through the me
The committee refer with much jdeasure i ’
°
1 he-v "¡erp no nmre than a
dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary near the dental matters, connected with the subject, dium of land agents, ever since that time ;
to the efforts which have been made by the j 1
■"H1 °
od? tresj.asUnited States, of the terms upon which it is cannot be fully investigated.
The main and the settlers, who have been there for a British Minister at Washington, evidenced Se,S fro,n a Ct ria!,‘ H1,"f
—
believed all collision can be avoided on the points, however, of the controversy, are not number of years past, (certainly since 1822)
frontier, consistently with, and respecting the numerous, and ujion them the opinion of the have always, in practice, held their property by the memorandum of a conference be
tween him and the Secretary of State, to
claims on either side. As the British Minis Committee is clear and decided.
The posi under grants from Massachusetts and M aine.
Biddle, I arn for having a
ter acts without specific authority from his tion assumed by the President in his mes- The part remaining unsettled has been ap avert the events which seem to be apjiroachGovernment, it will he observed that this i sage, is correct, and ought to be sustained, if plied to no other useful purpose than to use ing. If the Lieutenant Governor of New
memorandum has but the force of recommen | necessary, by tbe legislative power of Con- the timber, in which it is very productive ; Brunswick shall desist from any attempt to
find it-..
us beaten. The
curl
take or hold military possession of ihewholf^Lwould
:
...............
dation on the Provincial authorities and on i gress.
and lhe State of Massachusetts has been iu ol-the disputed territory it „ill be eii8y . t0 Id theMure be „ te ,
the Government of the State.
It is well known that an informal arrange lhe practice of granting licenses to her peo
If
M. VAN BUREN.
ment or understanding has existed for many ple to cut timber from lhe public domain. restore things m their former condition.
He referred to documents to show that ihe.
he shall determine to suspend further move ,
years past, between the United States and The exercise of jurisdiction was as perfect as
Wish
*
Gov
I Bri!!sh
had a colour of claim to
ments
until
the
decision
of
the
L......
........
MEMORANDUM.
Great Britain, relating to the territory in dis the nature of the country would permit.
... m...
n...,  ) "ip jurisihcnon which the) asserted.-He aleminent
be
known,
it
will
be
for
that
Gov
Her Majesty’s authorities consider it to unite between them, and having for its obi? The mere fact of granting licenses to cut
, hided particularly to the resohiiious of Mashave been understood and agreed upon by '[ject the avoidance of clashing authorities, timber to certain individuals shows that the ernment to say what shall be the political Sachusetis in 1836, in which the exercise of
relations
between
the
United
Stales
and
the two Governments that the territory in ;¡calculated to endanger the peace of the two preservation of the timber was held to be ob
1 exclusive jurisdiction was alleged as a reason
dispute between Great Britain and the United :j nations. The committee have not time to ject of great consequence, and drew after it Great Britain ; whether the friendship which 1 (or a speedy settlement of the question of
States, on the Northeastern frontier, should give a detailed and historical statement of lhe incidental right of refusing to permit the now so hajipily prevails between the twoi.;,t
,
.. , . ,
remain exclusively under British jurisdiction, the origin and progress of this arrangement, timber to be cut down, whenever it was nations, for the preservation of which the i
'
Howaid replied with much spirit and
until the final settlement of tbe boundary the examination of which might elucidate thought wise to do so; or of taking other essential interests of both loudly call shall
be suddenly and rudely broken by assuiuiiig L.nri
^.BiddieHe denied that
question.
the cause'of the strange error into which the measures for its preservation, by driving off a jirinciple as a ground of action to which ' 5
°f !)lH "itended any such thing as
Tbe United States Government have not British Government is represented by its trespassers or by punishing them by civic the United States cannot submit.
| a threat or bravado.
He denied too that
understood the above agreement in the same agents in this country to have fallen with process.
This right Maine derived from
The Committee cannot but entertain tjte j1 1.Hre ,was a si,adow (>f Rlaim for the groiind
sense, but consider, on the contrary, that respect to its provisions.
Suffice it to say I Massachusetts.
Every State Government hope that no precipitate counsels on the q
'^dlcAK)n set "P
tbe British Minister,
there has been no agreement whatever for that it never appears to have gone further in in the Union has a right to regulate tbe [aud
■
...........of
r bn- John Harvey, or the British Government,
of • the
Lieutenant
Governor
the exercise, by Great Britain, of exclusive its greatest extent, than to adopt the ed interest, whether public or private, within part
and he was surpiised at the ground taken by
jurisdiction over the disputed territory, or any basis of the “ uti possidetis,” leaving each I its limits ; and Maine stands upon the same New Brunswick will deprive the Govern- . Mr. B.
ment of Great Britain of an opportunity of
portion thereof, but a mutual understanding party to the continued exercise of the juris- footing,
r i
unless as to such parts of it as are
Mr. Howard gave notice that at a proper
that, pending the negotiation, the jurisdiction diction which it had previously maintained decided not to be under its jurisdiction by exjdaining, before any more seriqus difficul time he should move to fill the blank in the
then exercised by either party, over small in practice. The idea occasionally suggest the constitutional powers of the Federal ties1 shall have occurred, orders which he is bill with $10,000.000.
In this
portions of the territory in dispute, should not ed in some of lhe British documents that pri Government. But, as has been already ob believed to have misunderstood.
Mr. Evans made a spee,ch in reply to Mr.
be enlarged, but be continued merely for the or to the peace of 1783, the Government of served, no proceeding or agreement of the event, all immediate difficulties will disap Biddle and one of somewhat similar cbaracpear.
The
insuperable
objection
to
the
mil1
,
P1
.
m
c 1
,,
preservation of local tranquility and the pub Great Britain was in possession of the whole Federal Government can be found that did
Iter from' Mr.
Salstonstall,
•
^.
’«tenstall, which attracted
lic property, both forbearing as far as practi country, and that this constructive possession not recognise an actual jurisdiction just such itary occujiation of the disputed territory by I
fairness! !I g
gl'.eafi.atdent,on
a!!ent!°,n a"d ,whi(
-h was listened to by
which
cable to exert any authority, and, when any must be considered as continuing until she as that now claimed and enforced by Maine. Great Britain, requires, in common ' fairness,
should be exercised by either, placing upon is divested of it with her own consent, is Whether the Legislature of that Stare ought that no attempt of the kind should be made ,iedr y l,e wllole House and warmly compliby Maine or the United States.
Having ac-1 "m v
...
the conduct of each other lhe most favorable one which the U. S. can never sanction, or or ought not,
i courtesy
_
_ _ comphshed her intention of driving off or
\ in
to __
the ____
Federal
- Lvan,s said that Maine had taken posconstruction.
even listen to, without strong repugnance. Government, to have invoked its interposi arresting the trespassers upon the Aroostook, '
of the Aroostook territory. Her (br
A complete understanding upon lhe ques It implies that the people of the United States tion before driving off the trespassers with a
and thus enforcing her laws, Maine will, ¡¿1
we,e there and
FrOvincjal aiilhoriues
tion, thus placed at issue, of present jurisdic hold their country by a grant from the Brit- strong
f
.
. • is a question which the comhand,
tion, can only be arrived «1 by friendly dis ish Crown, made in the treaty of 1783—a I mittee deem it unnecessary to examine ; be- is not to be doubled, be satisfied with this ?;/Nevv Brunswick have pledged themselves,
’ i( they can, to drive the troops of Maine from
cussion between the Governments of the U- doctrine which was successfully resisted by j[ cause the pretensions advanced by the Lieu vindication of her sovereignty, and withdraw
, the disputed territory. Pass this lull said Mr.
nited States and Great Britain ; and as it is the ministers of th.e United States, even when j tenant Governor of New Brunswick equally the military force which is now in arms to
Evans,—come to the rescue of Maine,—deconfidently hoped that there will be an early it was advanced by remote implication, prior ¡exclude the right of the United Slates and sustain the civil authority and repel inva
General government
Government win
will stand
A contemporaneous
contemjioraneous cessation
of dare
j that the uc,ie,iU
stand
settlement of the question, this subordinate to the signature of that treaty, by their re fu Maine to interfere. If the United States had sion. • a
measures by Maine and New Brunswick ’y *,?.’*.
you tnaF save the consequence of
difference can be of but little moment.
sing to treat with the British ministers ti mil been applied to, and the urgency of the case
In the mean time the Governor of the their credentials were changed.
At a sub- had rendered a prompt and forcible interpo will comprornit the honor of neither ; and a m • °n' .. .. „
“laine, ®aid
Evans, knows her rights
Province of New Brunswick and the Govern sequent period of our history, the same doc- sition necessary to remove those lawless time will be thus afforded for the British
kn0WV.’g dare n.,ai,ltain them.
Maine,
ment of the State of Maine will act as fol trine was advanced in argument; and at that trespassers who were equally the enemies of Government to select the position whicl/i^u
desire
She was (or
p°'V-eV^r’ idid
ld not
n°! ¡T
’re war.
war'
ior
lows: Her Majesty’s officers will not seek to period, also, was, as it must ever be, met both Governments, the same opposition intends to occupy in the relations between it ’ however,
I
C°'!Id bave an honorable peace,
expel by military force the armed party which with instant contradiction. The people of would have been made to such interference and the U. S. If any motive were necessary to
has been sent by Maine into the district bor the United States hold their country by vir by the Lieutenant Governor of New Bruns- induce Maine to adopt a course so manifestly 1 A J , 1 whieh rhe Committee of Foreign
recommended
proper, it would be found in the prompt res-1[Affairs
Affairs bad
had reco
"'mpnrlf>a was
— a» Peace meas
dering on the Aroostook river ; but the Gov tue of the declaration of the 4th July, 1776
>jj|he same question arisen as in the
ponse of the Executive of the United States ure altogether.
ernment ofMaine will voluntarily, and with and the treaty of 1783 did nothing more than present d^e.
tto the
' appeal’ made to it at the nresenPcri- I • Mr; Eva,,s commented upon the exclusive
out needless delay, withdraw beyond the’ arrange the boundary line between the two
.
ai..Te p,e:ent CH ijunsdicnon claimed by Great Britain through
The conflicting claims of Great Britain sis, and the jealous
sensibility which has
bounds of the disputed territory any armed1 nations, independent of each other in fact
and
the
United
States
are
now
presented
in
been
manifested
for
the
protection of her Sir John Harvey and the British Minister.
force now within them ; and, if future neces and in right. So far, therefore, as the claim
sity should arise for dispersing notorious tres of Great Britain to the jurisdiction over the antagonistical position to each other, and rights by spreading over them the ample The pretension was monstrous and involved
a question of treaty between the two Govern
passers, or protecting public property from1 unsettled parts of Maine is founded upon the subordinate question as to the manner powers of the Federal Union.
The Committee ought, perhaps, here to ments.
depredation by armed force, the operation1 the twice exploded theory that she is the in which they have thus been brought in
Maine, said Mr. Evans, is armed as one
shall be conducted by concert, jointly or sep rightful sovereign of all that she has notR;4ireet opposition is not of sufficient impor- close this report—but the anxiety which they
arately, according to agreements between the’ granted away, it cannot be submitted to1 tance to require a strict examination. If it feel that no measure should be left unem man in this controversy, and the question is
Governments ofMaine and New Brunswick.’ without sacrifices of honor, which the Amer- were, it might be argued that the conduct ployed to preserve peace between the Unit whether the General Government will look
of the Lieutenant Governor of New Bruns- ed States and Great Britain, by removing, I coldly on and sustain her or leave her to herThe civil officers in the service, respective• ican nation never will make.
wick in directing a boom to be placed across not
..............
, temporarily but permanently,
c,„
. ’ Do as you will, said Mr. Evans, so
only
the Se
ly, of New Brunswick and Maine, who have>
When the discussion became active belong as there is one heart left to beat in Maine,
i
been taken into custody by the opposite par■ tween the two Governments, as to their res the mouth of the Aroostook river, for the causes of discontent between them
------ j,i induces
purpose of intercepting, seizing, and selling them to offer another recommendation to Maine will stand even if she stands alone, to
ties, shall be released.
pective rights to the territory now in disthe timber which has been cut, is not stiffi- the House, It is, the expression of an opin-- resist the tide against her.
The question
Nothing in this memorandum shall be con-■ ,pure,, the
.. greater part of it was, and indeed cient satisfaction to the State of Maine, i ’
then is whether she shall fight her own
...
----------ion
by
the
House,
sustained
by
a
legislative
«trued to fortify or to weaken in any respect still remains,, uninhabited by permanent which may desire to preserve its own tim- j..........
provision, that „a opcviai
special CIIluassv
embassy sshould be battles and your battles or whether you
whatever the claim of either party to the ul- settlers. Here and there a small 'settlement
1 will come to her aid. By solemn acts you
her, while it argues such remissness on the sent to England, for the purpose of co-<
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SATURDAY, MARCH 2.

this country involved in A war; but if war
comes, and the cause be righteous, and the
consciences of our countrymen agree to it
then we shall succeed.
SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1839.
The bill relative to the Maine affairs was
debated at great length by Messrs. Bu
The Boundary Question.—We again
chanan, Clay, Webster, Davis, Southard. Cal
find
houn and others. The three first resolutions!
t it necessary
,• .
-to. occupy
,
.our columns alwere finally adopted, 44 to 1.
The fourth | m°St entireIy Wlth legislative proceedings,
wasslightily modified and adopted.
The correspondence and official documents, in
Senate held an executive session in the morn relation to the Boundary difficulties. As the
ing, and another at 5 o’clock.
j subject is one deeply interesting to most
I he appropriation bill for civil and diplo
matic expenses was considered and amended i of our readers, we presume this arrange
by the insertion of $6000 for a Minister at ment will be very generally satisfactory to
Constantinople.
them.

2.
The consideration of the general appro
priation bill was resumed. After some slight
amendments the bill was ordered to a third
reading. The Indian appropriation hill was
then taken up, discussed and passed to a third
reading.
'The Maine bill was taken up and after a
short debate, was passed unanimously.
Various appropriation bills passed, making
appropriations in all to sixteen or eighteen
millions of dollars—among which was the
Florida war bill—the civil and diplomatic
expenses bill, with important amendments—
and the Military Academy bill.
The Senate at 3 o’clock A. M. on Sunday
morning, adjourned to 10o’clock.
SATURDAY, MARCH

1 be message of the President, communi
cated to Congress on the 26ih February, al
though not precisely the document which
the exigencies of the case required, contains,
nevertheless, positions which will meet the
ii approbation of the People of Maine.—The
peremptory denial of the claim of the British
Government to the exclusive jurisdiction of
the territory in dispute, is as it should be,—
the Message sustains the course thus far pur
sued by this State, and expresses lhe inten
tion to come to our aid with the forces of
the Federal Government, if the British au
thorities shall attempt to enforce the claim to
exclusive jurisdiction which they have setup,
and in these particulars deserves approval.
There are other points in the Message
which do not meet our approbation. It is
not decided enough in its tone.
It asks
at the hands of Maine measures that cannot
be adopted consistently with a due regard to
her interests and her honor. It'seems to have
overlooked the fact, that Maine has borne in
sult after insult from her Provincial neighbors
—that the longer the question remains undeci
ded, the more difficult will it be to bring it to
an amicable itermination—that appeal after
appeal has been made to the Federal Govern
ment to hasten the settlement of the dispute,
and that these appeals have been almost en
tirely disregarded.—Maine, certainly, de

The late session of Congress.—The labors
o the late session were brought to a close,
after a session on Sunday, which was con
tinued until half past 1 o’clock on Monday
morning.
J
The Senate passed a number of bills on
bunday, most of which were of a private
character. Among the bills passed was one
tLe H°USe’ f°r tak'fJ^ the CenS«S Of
1840.
In the House, the amendments of the
Senate to the army appropriation bill were
taken up in committee of the whole, and re
ported with various amendments, to which
the Senate refused to agree. The House re
jected the amendment of the Senate for the
payment of $272,000 due to Massachusetts.
The House then went into Committee of
the Whole, and took up the Army bill, the
Indian appropriation bill, and reported the
same with additional amendments, which
were subsequently'receded from on the re
fusal, of the Senate to agree.
1 be Committee of Conference on the
amendments to the Civil and Diplomatic bill
made a report, which was agreed to by the
House, some concession having been ‘made
on both sides.
A bill for lhe re-organization of the Patent
office was read a third time and passed. Du
ring a debate on this bill Doctor Petriken, in
opposing it, was repeatedly interrupted’ by
calls of order, whistling, etc.
The Doctor
said, when he came there he thought he
should be among geniZemen, and not'’black
guards.
This announcement caused much confu
sion, and the Doctor was called upon to apol
ogize. He refused, however, alleging that
he had received sufficient provocation/
About two hundred private bills from the
Senate were then passed.
4t being now after twelve o’clock, Mr.
Cushing and others asked leave to present
petitions.
The Speaker decided it to be out of order.
It was maintained, however, that as it was
Monday morning, they had a perfect right to
present them, that being the regular day for
petitions.
Mr. Wise moved a suspension of the rules, to
enable him to offer a resolution for compensating
the clerk of the la,te Investigating Committee”
but the House refused. This caused much clam
or, and the Locos were mightily pleased in their
success in defeating the resolution.
The usual committees were then appointed to
wait upon the President, and notify him that
Congress was ready to adjourn.
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PRORATE NOTICE sT~
®

ri 7/^ 1

rnih-.n
our Lord

TTANNAH THOMPSON named Exeeu. '*■ trix in a certain instrument, purport
ing to be the last will and testament of Beadamin Thompson, late of Kemiebimk-port in
sa>d county, deceased, having presented the
same for probate:
ORDERED—That the said Executrix
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, prmted at Kennebunk, that they
!SmaTar i? * Pro!,ate
to be
he.d at Kennebunk m said county, on the
first Monday of April next, £
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause if
any they have, why the said instrument
should not be proved, approved, and allowed
as the last will and testament of the said de*
ceased : .
Attest,-John Skeele, Register,
A true copy—Attest,
g
March 8.
J°HN Sk£ELE’ R^ister.

A large number of committees were dis'j'"'...... . : l"il die lew i1"1 harged from the further consideration of
hls . ........... »unhl * ■"* ubjects committed to them, for want of time
) report upon them.
The Maine bill was
G
-™‘kel1 *"lto ‘‘otisideration in Committee of the
,!’
« IVImfij. The hill was supported by Messrs.
Tlicv'
' Hl?v HC,I()I1 Oll|
- kAvails, Cushing, Crary, Adams, Bell and
mith, and others, and opposed by Messrs.
Iverett and Biddle.
bo'1« inig4
Mr. Adams complimented the State of
I /me for the high and noble stand she had
ii" rernmks by Mr. ;
Ata Court of Probate held at Saco, within,
A'lairis,J,iken. At length the vote was taken oh slid
andfor the County of York, on thefirst Moning out the second section, and the motion [Correspondence of the Portland Advertiser.]
^arc^ }n lhe VS(lr of our Lord
revailed. In place of it was inserted an auState House, Augusta, )
eighteen hundred and thirtu-nme bn the
Jmrity to the President to call out 50.000 volThursday, Feb. 26, 1839.
$
uteers and mililia in case of invasion. An
«se then resumed i|le
ther amendment authorizes the President in
Latest from Houlton.—1 understand a
“I’l'ropnation bi||8. T)1.,J rse of invasion, to place a naval armament
lyiLLIAM JEFFERDS, admi„istra,or
letter was received here to-day, dated at
^»•• hostilities wa8iq
« boms non, of the estate olJonai (he Western Lakes. To carry the provi Houlton the 26th inst. saying that five
than Stone, late ol Kennebunk-port, in said
n of ep’i ’ J 16 J'**'
sos of the bill into effect, a loan ol $5,000,'
ceHam m.htary
« )0 is authorized. Thus amended, the bill companies of British troops had passed up
county, deceased, having presented ids fourth
it ?i?ni"er w".8 cni,s'H issed by a vote of 201 to 6, and was sent to the river. A gentleman who left Houlton
account of administration of the estate of said
w is had upon it. The bih le Senate.
deceased, for allowance :
on Monday last, reports that the proceed
('¿kl,,g lbe ce',8l|s was taken* At 12 o’clock (midnight) Mr. Elmore of S. ings in our Legislature and Gov. Fairfield’s
ORDERED—That the said administrator
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
. moved the.customary vote of thanks to the letter to Sir John Harvey, had produced
ing a copy of this order to be published three
peaker. Mr. Prentiss moved to strike out the great excitement in the Province. A draft
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gaord impartial, and gave his reasons for the had been made on the Provincial Mililia,
FRI da Yemeni,
zette, pruned at Kennebunk, in said county
‘’itionn1 document re|atlll.|01| ‘lotion. The previous question was moved and some of them had been called into ac
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
id carried, and lhe main question was car
I’HlIler, were coininiinic«|ej j
tive service and were for the present al
b® held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
ed,
yeas
94,
nays
57.
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¥VCUl _________ _
v
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i """''mg business^ l& Army Appropriation
Bill. pass. . . .
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not
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< mi » nt to resist the fillip iey adjourned to 10.
1 " to.‘‘’“•lusive jurisdictionlP
and more of the militia of this State into ac is indirectly made against her, and if she did,
A true
•1 territory in Maine, audioJ#,
tive service.—About two hundred of them it would come with an ill-grace from the
SENATE.
gency, to raise an army ol 1
March 8;
J°HN Skeele’ Register,
are detached from the 5th (Cumberland) Di Federal Government, to the supineness and
THURSDAY, FEB. 28.
animated debate arose on ihh
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—
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A
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tardiness of which the exigency has been
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waska from Canada last week.
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their way to strengthen the position.
.f11™ hundred and thirty-nine, by the
ans, made a report of the following purport: assemble here on Wednesday next.
Bangor Democrat.
"w cXrh
A- HAYES>
We are obliged to omit our usual diary of
We have no information from the Res
nedy rend a letter whidtHb That the Committee, after a long and paLegislative proceedings.
Very little has
he Duke of Wellington, toi“ent and critical investigation, could find no tock later than the 22d inst.
WILLIAM JEFFERDS. Executor of
HYMENEAL.
Britain had and did claimedace of any agreement between the two powbeen done, however, in either house, for the
Km.
I'‘t
Damel talker, late of
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by
which
England
was
to
exercise
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MARRIED—In this town, 28th nit. Mr. Kennebunk
last ten days.
;Bangor, Feb. 28, 1839.
tn said County, deceased, bavin«
George T. Roberts, to Miss Mary Titcomb.
) that from this and many ve jurisdiction ; but on the contrary, they
Word came in from the Camp to-night,
The Governor has made no communica
in Somersworth, Mr. Simeon Hale of Parsons- Z' of h,T 8'S,b "CC0U,lt of
leu from the British Provim ad found that lhe disputed territory was not that Jarvis had sent a scout of 40 men up
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ORDERED—That the said Executor
Mary Jane Fernaid,
. ,,, , i,,
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■I ( .
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constitution, when the President could call road io meet those pushing in from Houlton, the measures adopted by Congress on the
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ence to this paper:—
Bangor, March I, 1839.
mi' a .'Ikmv (i h;d/z i)7/Wnl)el) ftjaine is to withdraw the troops, and if
At New Orleans,suddenly, Mr. VVm. Osborne, no“ S'altoweA7
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ommittee of Foreign A^j|j{nry aid from the U. S.
A trim nn Alt®’b John Skeele, Register.
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of several other amendments, the bill was ; was being prepared thence to Jarvis1
i’s camp cutting this winter, they will be very willing
«tP ?
“T t,esta,nent
donas Taylor,
1 ■ ' ' j 'pported to lhe Senate, and Mr. Davis renew- with great energy. Our Riflemen are prac to enter into negotiation with Maine about
late of Kennebunk-port, in said county, deMEMORANDA.
®l the motion of Mr. Webster, and it was de-( tising
:
>•
at- Houlton,
and ¿can hit an apple at preventing trespasses hereafter.
We don’t
At Havana, 7th ult., brigs George, Wise, and ceased, havmg presented the same tor pro,
ided in the affirmative—yeas 19, nays 16, as every shot at a hundred yards distance.
want any of their negotiation, nor any of Ganza, Morrill, uncertain.
ndows :
Adv at New-Orleans, 21st ult. ship Rd™ for nnHpp?Ef|?E^~Tliat t,ie 8a’(l exer,,trix give
their assistance in protecting the lands of
! Yeas—Messrs. Bayard, Clayton, Crittenden,
this State and Massachusetts, and we hope Liverpool, wanting 1000 bbls. Flour, or” same notice to all persons interested, by causing a
Bangor, March 2d, 1839.
bulk of Cotton. 20th, ship Propontis, Nason, for copy of tins order to be published three
'hivis. Foster, Knight, Linn, Merrick, NorIn addition to the intelligence sent you the following version of the recent interview
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
ell, Prentiss, Preston, Robbins, Ruggles, last evening, it appears the British have between Gen. Hodsdon and Col. McLaugh- Havre, wanting 150 bales.
Ar. at Mobile, 2bth ult. ship Eliza-Thornton, zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
miith of Indiana, Swift, Tallmadge, Web- sent up 8 pieces ordnance from Frederickton lan, (as given in the Age,) may be correct,
Patterson, Saco.
’
*;er, White and Williams of Maine—19.
We understand that in the interview above
Ar. at Baltimore, 2d, brig Perseverance, Burn* appear ata Probate Court to be held at
toward the Tobique. The indications are
Kennebunk, in
said county,
ly settlement of the
'
—Messis. Allen, Benton, Buchanan, that Sir John is preparing lor a vigorous referred to, Capí. McLatighlan informed Gen. ham, New Orleans,
on
the
first Monday of April next,“ ’at
lalhouii, Clay of Alabama, Cuthbert, Fulton, contest. I have just seen a long letter from Hodsdon, that information had reached Fredten of
New ship Marcia-Cleaves, Murphy, from Ken- clock in the forenoon, and shew cause
ard replied with much s/Hubbard, Kinig, Lyon, Nicholas, Niles, Roane,
cause, if
if
the camp, which came in last evening by the erickton, that certain persons from the Coun nebunk, Feb. 5, lor New Orleans, was off Nassau,
• to Mr. Biddle. He dsiii«^ mith of Connecticut, Williams of Mississip
any they have, why the said instrument
ty
of
Carlton
were
trespassing
upon
the
dis

express. Col. Jarvis is fortifying strongly.
N. P 15th ult. leaking badly* and the crew nearH,,d. nOt hf.P'-^ed, approved, and allowed
or bill intended any such pi, Wright and Young —16.
The exact place I do not pertainly know, puted territory—that he had been directed ly exhausted with pumping -. obtained four men
as the last will and testament of the said de*
• bravado.
He denied ( .Among the amendments adopted were ap- though within 10 miles of the line.
He is by the Legislative Council to take measures from Nassau, and continued on her voyage.
C6&S6Gt
i shadow of claim for the ropriations for fortifications for 1839, for the exceedingly popular with his men.
His for their arrest—and to request Gen. H. to
ion set up by the British NiA'Vest Point Academy for 1839, for payment force amounts to 800 strong. Major Parrott direct the troops under his command to aid
Notice öl’ foreclosure.
larvey, or lhe British Govern^'ir horses lost in the Florida War, and in a
has command of the artillery, and is well fit him (McLatighlan) in breaking up the tres 1T| A V ID CHASE of Standish, in the counS surpiised at the ground iM1 essel bound to Tampa Bay.—Among the aMarch 8.
Skeei e, Res!alcr.
ted for the service, having received a military passers ; or, at least, not to interfere with him JLZ ty of Cumberland, by his Deed dated
jendments proposed and lost, was one for education. The Kennebec troops camp to in his attempt to do so.
pen. Hodsdon is August 2. 1837, conveyed by mortgage to Jo
-ard gave notice that nt
ie fortifications in Maine, by a vote of 13 to night at Hampden, and will arrive in the said to have replied, that he was under au tham Chase, Esq. a certain tract of land at
mid move to fill the blank Bq9.
thority of the State of Maine—that his in Carle’s Corner, so called, in Waterborough
morning.
HE subscriber respectfully informs the
The amendments were then ordered to be
10 000.000.
foir John Harvey is continually sending structions did not authorize him to comply in the county of York, containing about nine
inhabitants of Kennebunk and vicini,
is made a speech in reply «>. ngrossed. After passing’ a great number of his expresses by the Kennebec road to Que with the request of the Provincial Agent, teen and a half acres, more or less, with th® ty, that he has taken the shop formerly occu
one of somewhat similar Wirivaje bills, the Senate adjourned.
and moreover, would not permit him to al Tavern House, Stable and other buildings pied by Mr. Elisha Chadbourne, where he
bec.
Hr. Salstonstall, which*
The order for Gen. Hodsdon to march by low the Agent or other officers of the Prov thereon, which Deed is Recorded in the Reg will carry on the
lion and which was lisienenW'
FRIDAY, MARCH 1.
the way of Houlton was for two reasons, one ince, or any persons, armed or unarmed, act istry Office, Book 159, page 103
which
BLACKSMITH’S BUSINESS
whole House and warmly* Several Executive communications were to draw off the attention from Col. Jarvis’s ing under Provincial authority, to interfere in mortgage was assigned to me by said Jotham
in all its various branches.
He solicits a
I
tceived,
among which was a short and crus- movements on the Aroostook, by creating the any manner with a view to assert or. exer Chase, and the assignment duly Recorded in
is said that Maine had taMfV one from the Postmaster General, which impression that Woodstock was the object cise jurisdiction over the disputed territory.' Book 159, pages 230 and 231,—reference to share of pubhc patronage, and assures those
who may favor him with their custom, that
the Aroostook territory. He( >’<? Senate voted to be disrespectful and or- of attack. The British force is concentra Gen. H. told Capt. McLatighlan, however, be bad to said Deed and to said Book of Re
all work entrusted la him, shall be punc uallv
i the Provincial antlered it to be communicated to the President ting at Woodstock as head quarters.
that he would lay his application before the cords for paiticuJars. The condition of said attended to and faithfully executed
Y
Hawick have pledged ihe^’the United States.
Cornrnander-in-Chief, which he accordingly Deed having been broken, by reason thereof
■
He will receive Wood,' Coal and most kinds
to dr ive the troops of
On motion of Mr. Buchanan, the report of
did by an express, which reached Head 1 claim to foreclose said mortgage, as provid
of Country Produce in payment for work
Bangor, Sunday, March 3, 11 o’clock, A. Quarters Sunday.
'I ,
tnrv
Pass ihisbilli,illMie Committee on Foreign Affairs was*taken
ed by the law of this State.
ed1 he smallest favors gratefully acknowledge
M.
—
Our
city
again
to-day
wears
a
warlike
'J |(( (|ie’^cue of M*4?- Mr. Williams objected to one of the resWILLIAM HACKET.
Ex
i / < .... ,,i (;.)Verntnenl^*lut,ons as not £oing ia,‘ enough in sustaining aspect. All is bustle and confusion.
Kennebunk, March 8,1839.
Maj. Gen. Scott, accompanied by Major
HERCULES H. CHADBOURNE
OU ay Lve iheconseFct^Stat«ofMaiaeBuchanan thought presses are arriving and departing, and bag
Kennebunk, March 1, 1839.
gage wagons and soldiers corning and going. Ripley and Captains Anderson and Keyes,
' *
le resolutions went as far as the government
Citizens of KcEineMmkl
Gen. Batchelder has arrived here from the
1 11 Fv.n« knows her ¿>as bound to go, and that Maine ought to be
ml Mr. Lvans Kno
jf wa,. shouk( comej he wouJd g))s Kennebec, and a large portion of his troops passed through this villageon Tuesday last.
essrs, john osborn & co. have Furniture & Fea therWare
this day received a new CerMcate of
bouse.
>g dare mam a
g|ie Wikin Maine to the last, but in the spirit of the also reached here about 12 o’clock to-day. They probably arrived at Augusta on Wed
•^ency, with a large supply of the genuine
id not deme vvh.
,)e |4urth resolution, she was bound to wait until They are a fine looking body of men, and nesday evening.
'''
l,f,ve an .
offoifet contingency was forced upon the Sen- are in the best of spirits. They quarter here
BRANDRETH’S PILLS,
ildreth & ayres would inform
I which the Cominniw
to-night, and will take up the line of march
the inhabitants- of Kennebunk and
Italian Band.—The « Italian Band” gave direct from Dr. Brandreth's own office, Bos
recommended was a e.
gjay sa;d that the General Govern- to-morrow morning for Houlton.
vicinity that they have taken the store in
a Concert of Instrumental Music in this vil ton-having sold for last year to the great Kennebunk, formerly occupied by Timothy
";r*
.te extent had been tardy in their negotiations,
We understand the steamer Bangor has
satisfaction of ALL who have used them
The 600 boxes.
Frost, adjoining Mr. Kimball’s carriage man
is commented upon
^he had done wrong by this tardiness to been chartered, and is to proceed to Portland, lage, on the evening of the 1st inst.
claimed by Great d' ^[aine. Her neglect demanded explanation,
'
performances
were
excellent,
eliciting
the
The Public can always be sure of the ufactory, where they will keep a good assort
to convey the troops of that Division to this
rnent of Furniture and Feathers, ednsisiinlarvey and the b’1 ¡^Jid Maine had a right to cornplain of the city without delay.
warmest encomiums of all present. We are genuine Medicine if purchased of the above
of bureaus, sofas, tables, eecretarys, common
sion was monstrous an'general Government and her neglect of duty,
agents.
J.
O.
LANGLEY,
Agent.
By
the
express
which
arrived
last
night,
at
happy to learn that they propose making an
of treaty between the
ore tj,jan
g|le was
¡n drjvjng tke
fancy, cane seat apd mahogany chairs
?
March 8, 1839.
0
11 o’clock, we have accounts from Houlton other tour to the Eastward during the ensu
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1838,
j aS jjsspassers from the disputed territory—justly to March 2d. Capt. McLaughlin was then
ing summer.
iid Mr. Evans, is ari” e,|jojiiraged for the unwarranted claim set up by
NOTICE.
having an interview with Major General Hods
Administratrix?
’
controversy, and the H
|0(j,r John Harvey, and the tone of his letter to
HE subscriber having contracted with
don, but of what character is not known.
HE subscriber having been appointed
- General Government
Governor of Maine.
It
is
estimated
that
the
Wheat
and
Corn
the town of Wells, to support Mrs. Pol
We believe the express brought despatches
administratrix of the estate of
ml sustain her or leave
Clay, the State of Maine has from Gen. H. to Gov. Fairfield. Three com Bounties, in this State, for the past year, will
ly Littlefield, a pauper of said town for one
ELISHA CHADBOURNE,
q you will, said
jlafo right to declare war,—no,right to expect panies of our troops had gone up to the mouth
year, hereby gives notice, that he has made late of Kennebunk, deceased, hereby re
exceed two hundred thousand dollars.
i> is one heart left to
a)one, !ie government to sustain her in such declar- of the Aroostook—the remainder were at
suitable provision for her, and hereby forbids quests all persons having demands against
statid even if she st<’ gofiiioh of war. To the General Government Houlton. The British force which was at
all persons harboring oy trusting her, or any
We are obliged to postpone the Journal of the Paupers of said town on his account said estate to present them to Capt. Thomas
¡de against her.
|ier o«Monged the question of peace or war; and the Tobique settlement had left for the Grand
Lord for payment, and all persons indebted
heihershe shall ng .
Kentucky, as one of tlje -twenty-six States, Falls. All was apparently quiet in the Prov of the Weather, at this place, for February_ _ or on account of the town, as he will pay no
your battles or < a(i[g f(|d
satne p0Wer tha£ Maine had in a inces except some military trainings.
j with which we have been kindly favored bill for their support.
o her aid. By s0,et,lviii «outeslfon of war. I hope tne ver ag^in to sec
RUFUS HATCH, Jr.
Bangor Whig.
j by D. Sewali^ Esq.—until next week.
ed to stand by her. *V
.
Feb.2J,wSUSANCHADB0™^
Wells, March 9, 1839.
q desert and leave her
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LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits rs_ a
Hr. BraaftdretWs
he now offers to the public, and he was
ln
0^»A CONTRAST—AR nations, from a very short time, after his recovery had been ’LJ certain state of the mind accompanied •VEGETABLE UNIVERSAL PILLS!
the remotest ages, have had ships, but Co pronounced not only improbable, but absolutely |by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
ESTABLISHED IN 1751.
POETRI.
__
lumbus only found the way to America. Be impossible, by any human means.
¡ apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
Science should contribute to health.
fore
the
time
of
the
great
Spanish
navigator,
DIRECTIONS FOR USE.-The Proprietor of the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
==_ofST US DIE LIKE MEPL
Methinks I’ve cast full twenty years aside
people were only enabled to paddle about the the Vegetable Like Pills does not follow the medical writers supposed this disease to be
And am again a boy. Every breath
BY LIEUT. G. W. PATTEN.
shores. Just so with the Life Medicines. It base and mercenary practice of the quacks 01 confined to those particular regions of the ab
Ofair that trembles through the window beat
is but two short years since I first ventured the day, in advising persons to take his Pills in domen, technically called hypochondria,
Written previous to the Battle of---- Unusual odor.-—Proctor's Mirancolu. 1
upon an unknown ocean, and 1 have discov large quantities. No good medicine can possibly which are situated on the right or left side of THE
Roll out the banner on the air,
(
|
unprecedented success which U
be so required. These Pills are to be taken at that cavity, whence comes the name hypo
ered the precious object I was in search o
And draw your swords of flame .
resulted from the adoption of
bed
time
every
night,
for
a
week
or
fortnight,
The foaming squadrons fast prepare
HEALTH. Vegetable medicines were in
chondriasis.
idreth’s Pills, during a period of upwardsoift
deed known when I commenced my search, according to the obstinacy of the disease, lhe
To take the field of fame.
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal years,
,
the ntimerous exiraciiclinaiy Cll|ej
With measured step your columns dun
but their use was not. By the use of them i usual dose is from 2 to 5, according to the consti symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
which they have performed upon Imu^
Very delicate persons
Close up along the glen
have not only passed from the Rejected in tution of the person.
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas- of
( individuals whom they hate lesciitd
If we must die ere set of sun,
valid, to the hale, hearty and active n an of’ should begin with but two, and increase as the
inevitable death filler they had |tJ
.
nature of the case may require : those more ro modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal- almost
O ! let us die like men.
business, but, comparatively spea \ g,
incurable by the most enfimenij
bust, or of very costive habit, may begin with 3, pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing pronounced
|
renewed
my
youth.
Jean
thus,
with
confi

We seek the foe from night till morn,
and increase to 4, or even 5 Pills, and they will the attention upon any subject of importance (the faculty—warrants the proprietor oliL
dence in my own experience, advise with my . effect a sufficiently happy, change taguide the or engaging in anything that demands vigoi
A foe we cannot see—
Vegetable Universal Medicine, in waimly
Go roll the drum and wind the horn,
recommending it toj^ J
(
fellow-citizens.
MFmClNES patient in their further use. These Pills some or courage. Also languidness—the mind be- conscientiously
And tell him here are we.
that the VEGETABLE LH E M.ED1C1NES times occasion sickness and vomiting, though comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
pecial notice of the public.
In idle strength we watch a prey
are suitable to his own case ? I have on my very seldom, unless the stomach is very foul, this, ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
Dr. Brandreth wishes mankind to 001^ ;
That lurks by marsh and fen,
file at my office, 367 Broadway, hundreds ot however, may he considered a favorable symp
total derangement of the nervous system.— this
,
truth, that health solely depends on (|lf
But should he strike our lines to-day,
letters, from some of the most respeciab e tom, as lhe patient will find himself at once re
The mental feelings and peculiar tram of state
,
of purity in which the blood iske.|t.*
O 1 let us die like men.
citizens of this my dative land, voluntarily of lieved, and by perseverance will soon recover.
1 They usually operate within 10 or 12 hours, and ideas that haunt the imagination and over- ,ery part of the body being supplied daily
fered in testimony of the virtues of A GOOD never give pain unless the bowels are very much whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di new blood from the food consumed,^,
’Tis not to right a kinsman’s wrorjgs
With bristling ranks we come;
VEGETABLE MEDICINE.
encumbered. They may be taken by the most versity. The wisest and best of men are as quently; according to the pureness c| I
Our sisters sing their evening songs
Persons whose constitutions have been1 delicate females under any circumstances. — It is,
blood, so must the state of the body bemole
to this affliction as the w.eakest.
Far in a peaceful home.
nearly ruined bv the “ all-infallible” mineral however, recommended, that those in later pe- open
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of or less healthy. To obtain, therefore, i|,e;
We battle, at our country’s call,
preparations of the day, will bear me witness,1 riods of pregnancy should take but one at a time, treatment are to remove indigestion and most direct purifier of the blood, is
.
The savage in his den ;
that the Life Medicines, and such only, are! and thus continue to keep the. bowels open : and
If in such a struggle we must fall,
even two may be taken where the patient is very strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir of no little importance to every individual ■
the true course to permanent goodJ^Mth.
That Brandreth’s Pills are the inosi (lilftt
O ! let us die like men.
costive. One pill in a solution oftwo table spoons its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
JOHN MOr 1 Al.
ly hours-, regular meals, and pleasant con purifiers of the blood, there will be nq
Remember, boys, that, mercy’s dower
GENERAL REMARKS RELATIVE TO> full of water, may be given to an infant in the fol versation. The bowels (if costive) being care when it is considered that they havens
lowing doses— a tea spoon full every two hours
Is life to him who yields—
MOFFAT’S LIFE PILES AND
till it operates ; for child from one to five years fully regulated by the occasional use of a their present very extensive sale by iliciitflt j
Remember that the hand of power
PHCENIX BITTERS.
of age, half a pill—and from five to ten, one pill. mild aperient.
We know nothing better intrinsic merit ; proved by the nun>eroiisfut(i 1
Is strongest when it shields.
THE PHCENIX BITTEKS, are so called, be calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm. which they have accomplished in eveiyVafr ,
These medicines have long been known
Keep honor, like your sabre, bright—
and appreciated, for their extraordinary and cause they possess the power of restoring the Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer ety of diseases.
Shame coward fear, and then
The peculiar action of these pil/s
|
If we must perish in the fight,
immediate powers of restoring perfect health, expiring embers of health, to a glowing vigor tain in their operation.
The bowels being
O I let us die like men.
, to persons suffering under nearly every kind throughout the constitution, as the Phoenix is said once cleansed his inestimable Camomile surprising ; their operations being
to be restored to life from the ashes of its own
ot disease to which the human frame is lia dissolution. The Phoenix Bitters are entirely Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti less powerful according to the purenessolilf
PROBATE NOTICES
vegetable, composed of roots found only in cer spasmodic) are an infallible remedy and circulating fluid. On ^1 person inafairsiai(i[
ble.
In many hundreds of certified instances, tain parts of the western country, which will in without dispute have proved a great blessing health, who is only costive or slightly [¡k
Jit a Court of Probate held at South Berwick, they have even rescued sufferers from the fallibly cure FEVERS AND AGUES of all to the numerous public.
they will be scarcely felt; on the comlaqj |
within and for the County of York, on the very verge of an untimely grave, after all the kinds ; will never fail to eradicate entirely all the
Some physicians have recommended a the complaint be chronic, and the consiimiju
first Monday in February, in the year of deceptive nostrums of the day bad utterly effects of Mercury, infinitely sooner than the free use of mercury but it should not be re be much deranged, they gene rally, at fai1S! ’
our Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, failed ; and to many thousands they have most powerful preparations of Sarsaparilla, and sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag powerful, until the system be freed front^
by the Hon. \VILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge permanently secured that uniform enjoyment will immediately cure the determination of gravate the symptoms.
of its most vitiated «nd turgid humors,
of health, without which life itself is but a BLOOD TO THE HEAD ; never fail in the mftE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be de- accomplished, doses sufficient to (Tmseuv0(I
of said Court :
. ,
.
„
LYDJÂ MERRYFIELD administratrix of partial blessing. So great, indeed, has their sickness incident to young females ; and will be
1
nied that whilst many medicines three copious evacuations daily, willsooh. ■
the estate of Samuel Merryfield, late of efficacv invariably and infallibly proved, that found a certain remedy in all cases of nervous which are recommended to the public, have move the disease, and the constiiutioii^
debility
and
weakness
of
the
most
impaired
con

South Berwick, in said county, deceased, it has appeared scarcely less than miraculous
stitutions. As a remedy for Chronic and Inflam not even the negative merit of harmlessness, restored to a state of health and
having presented her first account of admin to those who were Unacquainted with the matory Rheumatism, the efficacy of the Phoenix there are others which it would be great in vigor.
istration of the estate of said deceased for al beautifully philosophical principles upon Bitters will be demonstrated by the use of a sin justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in
These Pills are recommended by thousands
lowance ; and also her petition for an allow which they are compounded, and upon gle bottle. The usual dose of these bitters is volve, untried, in a common condemnation. of persons whom they have cured of Canance out of the personal estate of said de- which they consequently act.
It was to half a wi ne glass full, in water or wine, and this And when a medicine comes endorsed with sumption, Influenza, Colds, Indigestion^
their manifest and sensible action in puufy- quantity may be taken two or three times a day, all the great ■'names that have adorned the pepsia, Headache, Pains, and a sense (fig
ceased •
• •
•
ORDERED—That the said administratrix ing the springs and channels of life, and en about half an hour before tnpals, or a less quan annals of the medical profession, and war- ness in the back part of the head, usirtllytfe
give notice to all persons interestedly caus duing them with renewed tone and vigor, tity may be taken at all times. To those who, ranted by the seal and signature of long and symptoms of the apoplexy, Jaundice, Fever I
ing a copy of this order to be published three that they were indebted for their name, which áre afflicted with indigestion after meals, these
uniform success, its proprietor makes no un- and Ague,bilious, typhus, and commoiiFeteis
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga was bestowed upon them at the spontaneous Bitters will prove invaluable, as they very greati reasonable demand upon the public confi of all kinds, Asthma, Gout, Rheumati^
ly
increase
the
action
of
the
principal
viscera,
help
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said County, request of several individuals whose lives they
them to perforin their functions, and enable the dence, when he claims for it a superior con- vous diseases, Liver complaints, Pleurisy,it.
that they may appear at a Probate Couit had obviously saved.
ward weakness, depression of the spiriis,Rnp.
stomach to discharge into the bowels whatever is* sideration.
to be held at Kennebunk, in said county,
The proprietor rejoices in the opportunity offensive. Thus indigestion is easily and speed
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of lures, Inflammation, sore Eyes, Fits, Palsy
on the first Monday of April next, at ten afforded by the universal diffusion of the dai ily removed, appetite restored, and the mouths’ Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this Dropsy, Small Pox, Measlds, Croup,Cou^ .
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, ly press, for placing his VEGETABLE Lie E of the absorbent vessels being cleansed, nutri enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au- Whooping Cough, Quinsy, Cholid,Cholen
if any they have, why the same should no. PILLS within the knowledge and reach of tion is facilitated, and strength of body and ener’ thority in existence condemns it, every medi- Morbus, Gravel, Worms, Dy sent ary, Dti
every individual in the community. Unlike gy of mind are the happy results. For fartherI cal practitioner that is acquainted with it, ness, ringing noises in the Head, King’sEii|
be allowed.
_ . .
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
the host of pernicious quackeries, which boast particulars of MOFFAT’S LIFE PILLS, and freely acknowledgesits pre-eminent virtues, Scrofula, Erysipelas or St. Anthony’sFii
PHCENIX BITTERS, apply at Mr. Moffatt’s
A true copy—Attest,
T)„'s)or
of vegetable ingredients, the Life Pills are
John Skeele, Register.
office, No. 367 Broadway. New York, where the and that the latter should do so in opposition Salt Rheum, White Swellings, Ulcers,sowed
purely and solely vegetable, and contain Pills can be obtained for 25 cents, 50 cents, or to their personal interests, must be attributed thirty years standing, Cancers, Tuny
Feb. 22.
________
__________ _____ neither Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, nor any
$1 per box ; and the Bitters for $1 or $2 per bot either to their candor and love of truth, or to swelled feet and legs, Piles, Costivwii
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, with other mineral in any form whatever. They tle. Numerous certificates of the wonderful their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob eruptions of the Skin, frightful Dreamsjt
in and for the County of York, on thefirst are entirely composed of extracts from rare efficacy of both, may be there inspected.
male Complaints of every kind, especially»
servation, and the testimony of thousands.
Monday in January, m the year of out Loid and powerful plants, the virtue of which,
In sor-ne obstinate and complicated cases ot
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that structions,relaxations, &c.
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the though long known to several Indian tribes, chronic and inflammatory Rheumatism, Liver his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure ail dis
The thousands who use and recomw
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said and recently to some eminent pharmaceutical Complaints, Fever an$ Ague, Dyspepsia, Palsy, eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad these Pills, is a proof positive of their eju
chemists, are altogether unknown to the igno Piles, injuries from the use of mercury, quinine mits that they will not. He lays no claim to ordinary and beneficial effects. Theyiiife
J€OHN B. PORTER, guardian of Joseph
rant pretenders to medical science ;and were and other diseases of long standing, it may be the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,”' assist nature, 10 do all she can in the (R
never before administered in so happily effi found necessary to take both the Life Pills and the and wishes nobody to believe that he sells1 of every form and symptom of the oaed
Burks and James Burks, minors
Phcenix Bitters, in doses before recommended,
children of James Burks, late of Wate-.bor- cacious a combination.
N. B.—These Pills and the Bitters will get all the « Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and hei disease, to which the human frame is
ough, deceased, having presented his fiist
Their first operation is to loosen from the Mercury o-ut of the system infinitely faster than does believe, and he can prove, that in debil ject, namely—impurity of the blood,ori
account of guardianship of said minois for coats of the stomach and bowels, the various the best preparations of Sarsaparilla, and are a ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous1 other words, an impure state of the Ws
all<ORDERED—That the said guardian impurities and crudities constantly settling certain remedy for the rushing of blood io the diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di These Pills do indeed ‘ assist Na/rne’ lui
around them ; and to remove the hardened head, or all violent headaches, tic douloureux, &c. gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,, she can do for the purification of die him \
give notice to all persons interested,
cas faeces which collect in the convolutions of the —All persons who are predisposed to apoplexy, whether of the lungs or the liver; in thei body ; yet there are numerous persons wh
ing a copy of this order to be published small intestines. Other medicines only par palsy, &c., should never be without the Life dreadful debility occasioned by the use ofi' cases are so bad, and whose bodies are!
th?ee wleks successively in the Kenne
tially cleanse these, and leave such collected Pills or the Bitters, for one dose in time will purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es■ much debilitated, that all that.can reasonal
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in masses behind, as to produce habitual cos save life. They equalize the circulation of the pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth• be expected is temporary relief, ueveriW
said county, that they may appear at a Pio- tiveness, with all its train of evils, or sudden Blood, draw all pressure from the head, restore ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev■ some who have commenced using tliefl
perspiration, and throw oft’every impurity by the
bate Court to be held at Kennebunk,
diarrhoea, with its imminent dangers. This
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease! under the most trying circunistiincesolte
said county, on the first Monday of April fact is well known to all regular anatomists, pores of the skin.
which is brought on by intemperance ; in1 ly affliction, when almost every other rn
nextof the clock in the forenoon who examine the human bowels after death,
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
the wretched horrors of mind and body which1 dy had been altogether unavailing, havek
and shew cause, if any they have, ,why the and hence the prejudice of these well inform
Persons using the Life Medicines, are requested accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap■ restored to health and happiness by iH
same should not be allowed.
ed men against the quack medicines of the! to take the Pills at night, in sufficient quantities petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the! use.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
a<m. The second effect of the. VEGETA to operate two or three times .on the bowels in head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, andI
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK I
A true copy—Attest,
.
BLE LIFE PILLS is to cleanse the kidneys1 the course of the next day. Also, take a table- uncomely complexions, caused by the bad1 JOHN OSBORN & Co’.;
John Skeele, Register.
■
spoonful
of
the
Bitters
half
an
hour
before
each
and the bladder, and by this means, the liver
In Kennebunk-poi t, by S. H. Goidi:
meal. For those of a delicate or enfeebled con state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
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